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Global markets and interest rates 
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Its all about the flood of money!! 
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USA 10 Year bond 

We have never in living memory 

had such low bond rates. Bonds 

globally are massively overvalued. 

So by definition equity is relatively 

cheap 
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USA – Money costs NOTHING 

USA 3 Month TB rate 

What happens when all of this 

ends is unknown as we have 

never experienced this. But we 

will eventually find out.  
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Cheap money worked in USA. Now slowing 

USA M1 Money Supply 

QE1 did not work. QE2 did work. 

Economy is now stable and 

easing is slowing down. Europe is 

taking over liquidity baton 
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USA – Inflation very low because of oil etc 

USA – CPI Inflation 

Inflation is now 0% because of oil 

etc. Core inflation higher. Leading 

to some distortion in interest rate 

percentages. 
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USA – No pressure yet for higher bonds 

USA - Real interest rates 

Lower inflation (oil) has actually 

resulted in reasonable real 

interest rates – WATCH 

INFLATION 
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Cheap Money at any cost – German Bond 
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Europe – Cheap money at all costs 

Italy – government bond 
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Interest rates are very abnormal - Europe 

Euro – Euro deposit rate 
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Europe – Disaster reflected in currency 

EUR v/s USD 
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Europe is starting to respond to stimulus 

Europe – M3 money supply 

As last some response – but still 

low and “Free Money” will 

continue for a while. Taken over 

from the USA 
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USA – But pressure building – Labour market 

USA – Unemployment Rate 

Now back to more normal levels. 

Wages pressure will build – 

consumption will increase =  

HIGHER INFLATION 

In 2016 
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USA – Historically market is not in overvalued territory 

USA market – Price Earnings ratio 
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Ultimately low interest rates = High equity prices 

USA Bond yield less dividend yield 

You get the same dividend yield 

as bond yield BUT dividends grow 

= FREE LUNCH 
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• Labour market to drive US wages and inflation higher in 2015/2016 

• Central Bank policies have massively distorted sovereign bond valuations 

• USA  Quantative Easing over BUT Europe only really started 

• All VERY SUPPORTIVE of equity valuations 

• Japan – benefits from US$ strength and cheap valuations 

• Europe – Probably get upside economic surprises and bond rates very 

supportive 

Summary 
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• As stated – bond rates are at abnormally low levels and are very 

supportive of shares. No sane person would buy global bonds at these 

levels 

• Then the question is – When do we get some sort of “Normalisation” of 

the bond markets (inflation)? 

• This will only happen when DEMAND increases substantially (Demand 

pull inflation) 

• This is a long way off – so enjoy your lunch – it may be the only free lunch 

experienced in our lifetimes. 

• Previous “Free Lunches” were short lived : Inflation (and interest rates) 

always ruined the party. This time around it is different – or at least until it 

is not different this time !! 

So : Is this a free lunch? 


